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Unprecedented power plant outages seen during cold snap 

News Date: 1/17/2014 

Outlet: IHS The Energy Daily 

Contact: Beattie, Jeff 

An unprecedented 50,000 megawatts of power plant outages occurred east of the Rockies during last week's cold snap, which also badly 

crimped natural gas delivery systems in key pockets of the country, federal and industry watchdog officials reported Thursday in analyses 

that raise more questions about reliability of the U.S. power grid as it becomes increasingly dependent on gas-fired generation. 

The startl ing power plant outage data-which far exceeded outages seen in previous winter cold waves-were revealed by the North 

American Electric Reliability Corp. (NERC), the nation grid reliability watchdog , at a Federal Energy Regulatory Commission meeting. 

FERC staff said the severe weather also significantly disrupted gas delivery by interstate pipelines and local distribution companies, and 

that cold temperatures also crimped gas production in some areas, including the Marcellus Shale. 

Generally, the NERC and FERC reports described a series of extraordinary actions by grid operators, gas and electric utilities and pipeline 

operators that avoided widespread cuts in gas or power supplies for customers. 

Some of the actions- including adding additional heating equipment and insulation to stop power plant equipment from freezing-were 

based on lessons learned by FERC, NERC and others from a 2011 cold snap in the Southwest. 

Describing how U.S. gas and power industries responded to the January 6-8 cold snap, acting FERC Chairman Cheryl LaFleur said "on 

balance, the system responded well," and "bent but did not break. 

"I t is a very hard time to have [electricity and gas service] outages when it is that cold , and we were happy that they were minimal ," said 

LaFleur. 

The only service outages cited in the FERC staff report were to customers of South Carolina Electric and Gas (SCE&G), which lost several 

power plants during the bitter cold. That prompted SCE&G to enact rolling outages and shed 300 MW of firm load for a portion of the 

morning on January 7, FERC staff said. 

But while generally praising the industry response to the cold snap, LaFleur said impacts of the severe weather incident also highlighted 

areas of concern. 

"I think the complexity of the event and the interdependence between gas and electricity in the different regions means there is a lot more 

we need to look at in [a future] event analysis, and learn from ," she told reporters following Thursday's meeting. 

Beginning January 5, weather east of the Rockies was 20 to 40 degrees colder than normal, forcing many grid operators and utilities in 

Midwest, East Coast and Texas to deal with all-time winter demand peaks. 

Interestingly, FERC said the cold snap and resulting demand swamped NERC's projections for peak demand this winter as well as similar 

projections by individual grid operators, suggesting a need to re-examine some forecasting methods. 

"In the aftermath of the event, system operators are comparing their next-day load projections to actual loads, and considering the need for 

any changes in their load forecasting models," says the report. 

FERC staff said NERC's winter assessment, which was released last month and based on "average weather," forecasted adequate power 
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reserves across the country. But due to the extreme temperatures, peak loads during the cold snap were "often much higher than 

forecasted ," FERC said. 

In Thursday's presentation , FERC and NERC staff were careful to say they did not know the reasons for the high level of plant outages 

from January 5-8, although a number were clearly caused by gas generators' inability to procure natural gas. 

FERC Commissioner Philip Moeller said "early numbers" suggest that 9,000 MW of capacity in PJM was unable to get suffucient gas 

during the cold snap. That is somewhat surprising because other regions of the country, namely New England, are thought to be more 

exposed to rel iability problems due to a growing dependence on gas for both power generation and heating . 

FERC staff said New England was spared problems during the cold snap because temperatures there were actually "well below their all

time winter peak," requiring no emergency procedures. 

FERC also suggested a recently enacted winter reliability program for New England that stockpiled oil as backup fuel for some gas plants 

proved useful last week. 

During the peak cold , oil was firing 25 percent of power production in New England, equal to that generated by gas and far more than is 

normal in New England , FERC said . New England's winter reliability plan is one of several steps FERC and the region's grid operator have 

taken to reduce reliability concerns associated with growing gas use in the region , with many aimed at better synchronizing interaction 

between gas and power markets. 

More broadly, NERC reported that "forced generation outages in the most severely impacted regions of the Eastern Interconnection

roughly all of the country east of the Rockies minus Texas-totaled at least 50,000 MW. 

NERC suggested that was dramatically higher than expected , although NERC cautioned that not all of last week's blackouts were due to 

weather. 

NERC said the "historical wintertime average forced outage"-or the typical peak over past years-was only 33,000 MW, fully 34 percent 

less than the Eastern Interconnection suffered last week. 

As to outage causes, the 2011 Southwest cold snap revealed a complicated situation rich with feedback mechanisms, with some power 

plants tripping because equipment froze , which in turn cut power to natural gas delivery systems feeding power plants. Some gas delivery 

equipment simply froze , reducing throughput. 

FERC staff reported numerous gas delivery problems during last week's cold snap, including "many" long-haul gas pipelines that ordered 

sh ippers to trim gas feeds into pipelines to preserve system integrity. The staff also noted unplanned compressor station outages on the 

Texas Eastern Transmission pipeline that "contributed to constraints into New York City and gas generator outages in PJM ." 

FERC said numerous local gas utilities also reported deliverability reductions on their systems due to cold , and asked non-essential 

customers cut use. 

Farther upstream, "well freeze-offs in some major producing basins reduced natural gas supply, just as demand was peaking ," commission 

staff said. 

In the giant Marcellus Shale field in the Mid-Atlantic region , FERC said production "dropped by 1 billion cubic feet per day, but has since 

recovered." 

At the same time, numerous outages were not related to gas delivery problems, said FERC staff. 

"System operators [also] reported problems such as frozen coal stockpiles at coal-fired generating stations, and problems with fuel 

switching at dual-fuel units," FERC said . 

"Wind turbines were also affected by the cold , with some wind turbine models reaching their minimum operating temperatures," FERC said. 
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It added that "two nuclear units tripped due to equipment problems, but it is not clear at this time if the problems were related to the cold 

temperatures." 
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Polar vortex 'stressed' gas, power grids: FERC 

News Date: 1/17/2014 

Outlet: Platts - Online 

Contact: Brian Scheid 

Last week's polar vortex broke new winter peak-demand records for gas and electricity while testing the limits of the power and pipeline 

grids in several reg ions, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission said in a preliminary report Thursday. 

"Cold temperatures stressed the bulk power system with high loads, increased generator forced outages and other challenging operating 

conditions," said David Burnham, an official with FERC's Office of Electric Reliabil ity. Still , Burnham said, the system "remained stable and 

generally performed reliably throughout the event. " 

US gas demand climbed to 137 Befld on January 7 at the height of the rare cold snap, breaking a five-year-old winter record by a full 11 

Befld and pushing gas prices to an average of $70/MMBtu along the 1-95 corridor between New Jersey and Richmond, according to the 

report presented at FERC's monthly meeting Thursday. 

Electricity prices generally followed , with on-peak average real-time prices climbing as high as $765/MWh in PJM and $510/MWh in the 

NYISO, FERC said. 

"On balance, the system responded well," FERC Acting Chairwoman Cheryl LaFleur told reporters Thursday. "There will definitely be 

lessons learned." 

The weather event, in which temperatures throughout much of the US were roughly 20 to 40 degrees below normal , caused a variety of 

generation problems for system operators, including frozen coal stockpiles at coal-fired plants and some wind turbines not reaching 

minimum operating temperatures. 

But the impacts of low temperatures may have been felt most deeply in the gas sector, according to the report. 

The Midwest, Northeast and Southeast regions set record demands for gas while Eastern and Central regions neared all-time peaks. As 

demand soared , compressor station outages on the Texas Eastern Transmission pipeline in western Pennsylvania caused throughput 

reductions of 10% of pipeline load, while other pipelines curtailed interruptible or secondary firm transportation and storage services, FERC 

said. 

"A number of Northeast and Midwest local distribution companies reported pressure drops on thei r systems, asking non-essential 

customers to voluntarily curtail gas use," said Alan Haymes, an economist with FERC's Office of Enforcement. "Well freeze-offs in some 

major producing basins reduced natural gas supply, just as demand was peaking." 

Haymes said gas supply from the Marcellus Shale formation fell by 1 Bcfld last week. 

These various restrictions stressed electric supply as well , but efforts, including gas-electric coordination procedures, "generally worked 

well," Burnham said. 

Forced generation outages in the "most severely impacted" areas of the Eastern Interconnection were about 50 GW on January 6 and 7, 

according to Mike Moon, senior director for reliability risk management at the North American Electric Reliability Corporation . 

"Upon a rudimentary analysis, this is higher than the historical wintertime average forced outage of 33 GW," Moon said. "Additional 

analysis is needed to understand the initial outage numbers in their overall context of performance relative to historical trends, recognizing 
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that not all of the outages were due to weather." 

The estimates appear lower than the outage estimates released by operators. MISO, for example, said Wednesday that there were nearly 

28.8 GW of outages over the weather event's two days while PJM reported more than 38 GW over the same timeframe. ERCOT reported 

3.7 MW of outages during those two days. 

FERC officials cautioned that the data was preliminary and a more thorough report was expected later this year. 

"On the whole , preliminary data indicates that forced outages were significant in some regions," Burnham said. "However, more analysis is 

needed to determine how much of this was weather-related ." 

Moon said that wh ile analysis of the weather event's impact on outages was still in the prel iminary stages, the "overall outcome" of last 

week's weather appeared to be better than the outages caused by a similar cold weather event in February 2011. 
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